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Revisiting astronomical crystalline forsterite in the UV to near-IR
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Optical functions (n and k) of cosmic dust species like forsterite (Mg2SiO4) are required at all wavelengths
to quantify the temperature and amount of dust. Astronomers combine optical functions of forsterite and olivine
in different ways, which will affect radiative transfer models. We investigated what recent updates to the
ultraviolet-visible-near-infrared (UV-VIS-NIR) laboratory spectra of forsterite and the choice of forsterite n, k
dataset will have on radiative transfer models. We measured the UV-VIS-NIR transmission spectra of synthetic
forsterite, MgO, SiO2, olivine (Fo90), and meteoritic olivine (pallasite). We derived optical functions for these
and compared the UV–IR behavior of our k, absorption cross-section 〈Cabs〉, and total flux to that of “astronomical
silicate” and olivine. Laboratory-derived k is substantially lower than “astronomical silicate” k at λ ∼ 0.2–5 μm.
In the IR, different laboratory n and k produce equivocal 〈Cabs〉, whereas total flux is different for “astronomical
silicate” versus laboratory n, k. From 0.35–5 μm, the choice of “forsterite” k values has the most effect on
modeled quantities. For environments with significant UV flux, astronomers should use recent UV-VIS-NIR
laboratory n, k.
Key words: Dust, extinction, forsterite, optical constants, ultraviolet, near-infrared, laboratory spectroscopy.

1. Introduction
Optical and dielectric functions of cosmic dust species

are required not only to properly correct astronomical light
budgets for the amount of light extinction by dust but also
to understand the composition and physical nature of the
dust itself in many space environments. Whereas there is a
general lack of optical functions (real and imaginary indices
of refraction n and k) for many cosmic dust species, there
are in fact several choices of laboratory and optical func-
tion data over the electromagnetic spectrum and different
temperatures for important species, e.g., crystalline and dis-
ordered olivine (Mg2x Fe2−2x SiO4) and its Mg-endmember
forsterite (e.g., Huffman and Stapp, 1973; Weeks, 1974;
Reynard, 1991; Jäger et al., 1994; Pollack et al., 1994;
Colangeli et al., 1995; Dorschner et al., 1995; Henning
et al., 1999 and references therein; Fabian et al., 2001;
Suto et al., 2006; Koike et al., 2006; Sogawa et al., 2006;
Pitman et al., 2010 and references therein). Modeler-
constructed “cosmic,” “circumstellar,” or “astronomical”
silicates, based in part on real mineral data, also exist (e.g.,
Ossenkopf et al., 1992; David and Pegourie, 1995; Draine,
2003a, b). Astronomers rely on their best judgment to com-
bine the available laboratory or modeler-constructed optical
functions and cover as many wavelengths as possible; how-
ever, for the same dust species, different groups use differ-
ent assumptions in their radiative transfer analyses on how n
and k behave across the electromagnetic spectrum. For ex-
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ample, Wright et al. (2011) recently modeled the planetary
nebula NGC 6302, an object that shows spectral features
attributable to forsterite, using the 3D photoionization and
radiative transfer Monte Carlo code MOCASSIN (Ercalano
et al., 2003, 2005). To obtain optical functions out to short
wavelengths, they merged n and k derived from polarized
IR crystalline forsterite laboratory data by Sogawa et al.
(2006) with the constructed UV-optical range of “astronom-
ical silicate” n and k from Draine (2003a, b), which repre-
sent silicates with higher Fe2+ content and disordered (or
crystalline at short wavelengths) lattice structures. By con-
trast, in the radiative transfer analysis of the Orion A proto-
star HOPS-68, Poteet et al. (2011) used a different combi-
nation of laboratory optical functions to represent forsterite:
(Mg, Fe)2SiO4 from Huffman and Stapp (1973), the San
Carlos olivine from Zeidler et al. (2011), Mg2SiO4 from
Sogawa et al. (2006), and modified Mg1.9Fe0.1SiO4 values
from Fabian et al. (2001) in certain wavelength regimes
(0.1–0.16, 0.24–2, 4–100, and 100–8000 μm). If publi-
cations from the same year are in disagreement on what
represents the same dust species, then which n and k val-
ues are the best representation of material in space? In this
work, we focus on four optical function datasets used to
approximate forsterite in astronomical models of dust, to
provide recommendations on how to make an educated de-
cision regarding which values are consistent and appropri-
ate for modeling dust. We update k values in the transpar-
ent, near-IR region and use previous data in the far-UV on
MgO and SiO2 to provide complete wavelength coverage
for forsterite.
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2. Techniques
2.1 Laboratory spectroscopy

We studied the spectral behavior of synthetic forsterite
(Mg2SiO4) and two related compounds: magnesium ox-
ide (MgO) and fused silica (SiO2). Our synthetic
forsterite sample was a 3.6-mm thick single crystal cre-
ated via the Verneuil flame-fusion method (Shankland and
Hemmenway, 1963; Shankland, 1967), oriented along the
(001) plane. Our semiconductor-grade (i.e., better than
99.9% purity) MgO sample was a 10-mm cube oriented
along the (100) plane, purchased from SPI Supplies / Struc-
ture Probe Inc. (West Chester, Pennsylvania, USA). The
manufacturer-reported impurities constituting the 0.1% in
the MgO sample are as follows, in maximum ppm: Ca: 40,
Al: 15, Si: 10, Fe: 50, Cr: 10, B: 5, C: 10. Our fused sil-
ica sample was a 2-mm plate of Herasil manufactured by
Heraeus Quartz America, LLC, Optics Division, USA. The
manufacturer description of the fused silica lists 15–26 ppm
of the cations Al (which is 60%), Li, Na, K, Cr, Cu, Ti,
and Zr. There is no Cl but about 1000 ppm (∼0.1 wt%)
OH−1. The latter samples were selected for their lack of
internal bubbles or inclusions and their high transparency
+ commercial-grade polish, permitting good transmission
down to the UV. All sample thicknesses reported were mea-
sured via digital micrometer.

For each of these compounds, we acquired new room
temperature laboratory spectra in the combined wavelength
range 0.19–5.5 μm, using two instruments. In the NIR, we
used an evacuated Bomem DA3.02 Fourier transform in-
terferometer with a SiC source, an InSb detector, a CaF2

beamsplitter, and a wire-grid polarizer for oriented single-
crystals. Approximately 2000 scans were collected per
spectrum. Each NIR spectrum spanned ∼9000–1800 cm−1

(λ ∼ 1.1–5.5 μm) at a resolution of 2 cm−1. Unpolarized
UV-VIS spectra from 52630 to 9090 cm−1 (λ ∼ 0.19–1.1
μm) were collected using a double-beam Shimadzu UV-
1800 spectrometer with 0.001 μm resolution.
2.2 Optical function derivation

Quantities and methods for deriving optical functions are
explained in detail in Pitman et al. (2008), Hofmeister et al.
(2009) and Speck et al. (2011). Briefly, using the laboratory
spectra and sample thicknesses (L), we calculated absorp-
tion coefficients (A) for forsterite, MgO, and fused silica via
Eq. (1), accounting for specular back reflections (R) in the
samples.

A = 1

L
∗

[
− ln

(
Itrans

I0

)
+ 2 ln(1 − R)

]
(1)

From this we calculated imaginary index of refraction k as
a function of frequency ν for the three compounds (Eq. (2)),

k = A

4πν
(2)

Shortward of our detector range, we approximated k for
forsterite (Mg2SiO4) by combining MgO and SiO2 k, from
Palik (1998); the latter data were cross-checked against our
MgO and fused silica lab measurements longward of 0.19
μm. To do the approximation, we created two columns of
k: one for MgO and one for SiO2. Then we interpolated

the MgO and SiO2 k with a weighted average: (2 MgO +
1 SiO2)/3 to get Mg2SiO4 k. In this way, it is possible to
obtain the spectral properties of not only Mg2SiO4 but also
other magnesium silicates by adjusting the weighted aver-
age to match the stoichiometry. For λ = 0.19–0.36 and 3.3–
5.5 μm, we derived k directly from our synthetic forsterite
lab measurements via Eqs. (1)–(2). Because k derived from
our forsterite lab spectra at 0.36 to 1.10 μm equals zero
within experimental uncertainty, we interpolated k derived
from our lab measurements in the UV at 0.36 μm, where
absorption is finite and measurable, to the near IR where
weak overtones exist, at 3.3 μm. This further constrained
our A and thus k from 3.3 to 5.5 microns. At 5.5–6 μm, we
interpolated between the end of our near-IR detector range
and the beginning of literature data. At wavelengths > 6
μm, we derived k from Suto et al. (2006) and Sogawa et al.
(2006), which are high resolution and high signal-to-noise
spectra of large, oriented samples with good performance
over the 1200–100 cm−1 (8.3–100 μm) range.

To determine n for forsterite, for λ < 0.215 μm, we
approximated n from the Palik (1998) data for MgO and
SiO2 as above, in proportion to the stoichiometry. Between
0.215 and 0.6 μm, we interpolated n values. We obtained n
in the transparent region via Eq. (3),

R =
(

n − 1

n + 1

)2

(3)

Typically, n is measured directly in the visible and mea-
surements of R in the IR are extrapolated to the visible tie-
point (nvis = 1.65 at λ = 0.6 μm, averaged for the 3 po-
larizations of forsterite; Deer et al., 1992). This approach
avoids problems with back reflections in the transparent re-
gion. Using nvis = 1.65, we performed Lorentz classical
dispersion analysis on laboratory R values from Suto et al.
(2006) which constrains n from the far-IR to 0.6 μm. The
rise in n is very gradual (see curves for other dust species in
Palik, 1998).

3. Results
3.1 Laboratory optical functions

Figure 1 presents the real and imaginary indices of re-
fraction n and k that we determined using laboratory spec-
tra for the three orientations of forsterite: electric field vec-
tor �E parallel to crystal axes �a (solid line), �b (dotted line),
and �c (dashed line). Constructed n and k for “astronomical
silicate” by Draine (2003b), though not the same Fe con-
tent or lattice structure as the lab samples, are plotted for
comparison (dash-dot line) to stress their comparison in us-
age by modelers (e.g., Wright et al., 2011). The ordinary
ray is �E‖�a, and the extraordinary ray is �E‖�c. Wavelengths
from λ = 0–8 μm are shown, as this is the region that is
most debatable when merging datasets. Electronic data ta-
bles and supplementary text files describing how the n and
k in Figs. 1–2 were constructed and merged in this work are
available at our website (see Acknowledgments for URL).
Our n and k data are not polarized in the UV, but are polar-
ized in the NIR and longward (generally λ > 3 μm).

For much of the VIS-NIR, the forsterite n values that we
derive are slightly lower than what Draine (2003b) finds.
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Fig. 1. Real and imaginary indices of refraction n(λ) and k(λ) for crystalline forsterite Mg2SiO4 (solid line, dotted line, dashed line). Sharp peaks in
n below 0.15 μm are X-ray absorption peaks (panel a inset). New laboratory data segments in the mid-UV to VIS from 0.214–0.330 μm and in the
NIR from 3.278–5.1 μm set k lower than predicted from modeler-constructed “astronomical silicate” values (Draine, 2003b; gray dash-dot line).

The largest difference is seen in k. Sharp peaks in n be-
low 0.15 μm are the K and L X-ray absorption peaks of
O, Si, and Mg. Starting at approximately 0.20 μm, the
largest peak in k is more rounded and does not drop off as
quickly in the laboratory data as in the constructed “astro-
nomical silicate.” This is followed by a precipitous drop in
k, which occurs in spectral data for many materials, e.g.,
corundum (Al2O3), for which k plummets five orders of
magnitude between 0.14 and 0.15 μm and is below 10−5

from λ = 0.2–3 μm (Tropf and Thomas, 1998). This steep
drop in k is a hallmark of crystals and glasses without col-
oring agents such as Fe2+. We only present n and k for

wavelengths where A is clearly greater than zero. For the
transparent regions, where the corrected absorbance equals
zero within experimental uncertainty, the maximum value
of A can be set either from spectral noise or from very weak
peaks. This in turn sets constraints on A at certain frequen-
cies, e.g., where O-H absorptions or overtone-combination
modes occur in the NIR. For the UV, it is only possible
to ascertain the rise towards the charge transfer bands. Our
laboratory spectra constrain the near-UV and NIR steepness
of the slope of k at 0.214–0.33 μm and 3.3–5.1 μm. Our n
and k data also join well to IR laboratory data by Suto et al.
(2006) and Sogawa et al. (2006).
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Fig. 2. Imaginary index of refraction k(λ) for crystalline forsterite Mg2SiO4 from this work (solid black line), compared to olivine with ∼10% Fe
content (gray solid line ≡ San Carlos olivine from Zeidler et al., 2011; dotted and dashed lines ≡ Fo90 gemstone in differing thicknesses; gray dashed
line ≡ Fo90 meteoritic olivine). For Fo90 �E‖�a L = 3.8 mm spectrum, noisy data regions due to sample thickness vs. wavelength were cut at 2.1–2.5
and 4.5–5.0 μm. For Fo90 �E‖�a L = 7.268 mm spectrum, noisy regions were removed at 2.5–3.0 and 4.4–5.0 μm. Behavior in the Fo90 data near 1
μm is at the limit of the VIS-NIR detector range and is therefore less certain.

3.2 Comparison to past laboratory work
There are other new laboratory data for silicates in

the near-UV to NIR which must be evaluated in con-
text with our data. For example, oriented olivine cov-
ering 0.2–6.998 μm is a recent addition from Zeidler
et al. (2011), who derived k using table values for
n and transmission spectra of two varieties of olivine
with different Fe content: the San Carlos and Sri Lanka
samples. Our electron microprobe results indicate that
the San Carlos olivine sample has a composition of
Mg1.801Fe0.185Mn0.002Ni0.008Ca0.002Si1.001O4, and Downs

(2006) gives a composition for the Sri Lanka olivine sample
of (Mg1.67Fe0.33)� = 2Si1.00O4 with trace amounts of Mn
and Ca, which differ from table 3 of Zeidler et al. (2011);
that work gave compositions of Mg1.96Fe0.16Si0.89O4 for the
San Carlos and Mg1.56Fe0.4Si0.91O4 for the Sri Lanka sam-
ples. San Carlos olivine is used as a microprobe standard
due to its chemical homogeneity, and silica deficiency has
not been reported. The low Si contents reported by Zeidler
et al. (2011) are not consistent with literature data, suggest-
ing problems in that chemical analysis due to standards cal-
ibration or to quality of sample polish and meaning that Fe
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content was not properly determined. Small samples of San
Carlos olivine are uniformly Fo90.1 ± 0.1, whereas large
stones from gem dealers have a wider range of composi-
tion (Fo89.2 ± 0.2 to Fo91.1 ± 0.3; Fournelle, 2009 and
references therein). Fo90 is a reasonable estimate for the
San Carlos olivine. The Zeidler et al. (2011) olivine dataset
is gaining popularity as a proxy for forsterite in radiative
transfer models (e.g., Poteet et al., 2011 mentioned earlier)
and to our knowledge is the only recent laboratory dataset
for Mg-rich silicates in a comparable wavelength range to
our UV-VIS-NIR n and k. Therefore, in Fig. 2, we directly
compare our forsterite k data with the San Carlos sample
from Zeidler et al. (2011). (In terms of n, both datasets
are equivalent and n values are therefore not plotted.) The
San Carlos sample is a better comparison than the Sri Lanka
sample for this purpose because the latter is metamorphic,
higher in Fe content, and contains a large amount of wa-
ter. The San Carlos sample contains a little water, based
on peaks near 3000 cm−1 (3.3 μm; Miller et al., 1987;
Rossman, 1996; Yang and Keppler, 2011), and is slightly
oxidized, which influences the UV.

Comparing the laboratory data that generated Fig. 2, we
notice several things. First, at λ = 1 μm, our Mg2SiO4 k
is approximately 3.4 × 10−8. This is in agreement with the
solid state physics literature and text in Zeidler et al. (2011),
which stated that k < 8 × 10−6 at λ = 1 μm would be ex-
pected for transparent solids, including pure MgO, SiO2,
and Fe-free Mg-silicates. In general, the olivine A val-
ues reported in Zeidler et al. (2011) are ∼1000 times our
forsterite A in the transparent region. Zeidler et al. (2011)
suggested that k ≈ 10−5 would be the lower limit at λ =
1 μm for silicate dust in space rather than the k ∼ 10−8

of synthetic silicates because of impurities. Thus, the dif-
ferences in sample composition could be responsible—our
forsterite sample is synthetic and more pure than their nat-
ural sample. To check whether the 3 orders of magnitude
difference between datasets is due to a difference in com-
position, we compared both datasets to k that we derived
from transmission spectra of gemstone olivine (source:
Spat, Pakistan) with 10% Fe content (Fo90) and to a me-
teoritic sample (Brahin pallasite: Fo90). The San Carlos k
are still higher than the Fo90 and the pallasite by a similar
amount to the synthetic forsterite. Thus, the difference in
k is not entirely due to composition but rather to the dif-
ferent thicknesses of the samples and to the quality of the
sample (e.g., internal imperfections, degree of polish on the
surface). Zeidler et al. (2011) used thin samples to measure
k in the regions of low absorption; the photomicrographs
of the Sri Lanka sample in that work show visible cracks
and imperfections in surface polish. Assuming that similar
cracks are present in the thin samples of San Carlos olivine,
this could cause scattering and thus artificially increase the
k values. The low values for k seen for the forsterite in
our work and for synthetic substances in general result in
part from sample purity, but also from high quality polish
and large sample size. For regions where k is low, several
mm-thick samples that are polished to a surface roughness
equivalent to that of the spectrometer’s reference mirror are
required to constrain k. Absorbance in the NIR (especially
from 5000–3000 cm−1, i.e., 2.0–2.857 μm) is very close

to zero for any olivine that has no hydration and therefore
cannot be measured in the lab to the degree of certainty that
can be obtained in other ranges. Regardless of the exact
values, all spectra in Fig. 2 indicate that laboratory-derived
k is substantially lower than constructed k in the 0.2–5 μm
range.
3.3 Theoretical modeling

To determine what order of magnitude effect a user’s
choice in n, k dataset will have on radiative transfer models,
we performed a set of simple models on absorption cross-
sections, total flux and spectral energy distribution.

3.3.1 Absorption cross-section (〈Cabs〉) First, we
calculated the average absorption cross-section, 〈Cabs〉
(Fig. 3), of several laboratory and synthetic forsterite and
olivine n, k datasets used to represent forsterite for a con-
tinuous distribution of ellipsoids (CDE), using equations by
Min et al. (2003). In the IR, n and k derived from the labora-
tory datasets produce equivocal 〈Cabs〉. Longward of 8 μm
and into the far-IR, the n and k values derived from IR lab-
oratory work (e.g., Fabian et al., 2001; Sogawa et al., 2006;
Suto et al., 2006) differ slightly in resolution and S/N but
are effectively interchangeable for modeling. Compared to
laboratory values, “astronomical silicate” n, k from Draine
(2003b) produce 〈Cabs〉 values that are much higher in the
VIS-NIR. Agreement between the Draine (2003b) “astro-
nomical silicate” and our independently-derived laboratory
values for forsterite is quite good shortward of 0.19 μm.
Laboratory data from Huffman and Stapp (1973), which are
part of the “astronomical silicate” n, k (Draine, 2003b), pro-
duce values that dip slightly lower than ours between 0.2
and 0.3 μm but are not as low as the values determined by
Zeidler et al. (2011). From approximately 0.35–5 μm, the
user’s choice of n, k dataset has the most effect on 〈Cabs〉.
Within 0.3–2.5 μm, the user’s choice of k could vary 〈Cabs〉
by up to 6 orders of magnitude. Longward of this range out
to 5 μm, the choice of k is still important, with an estimated
“worst-case scenario” of two to three orders of magnitude
difference.

3.3.2 DUSTY We used the 1-D radiative transfer pro-
gram DUSTY (Nenkova et al., 2000), to demonstrate the ef-
fect of a user’s choice of precise optical functions on the
calculated spectral energy distribution (SED; Fig. 4). We
aimed to test n, k datasets that are made of all laboratory
vs. all constructed vs. a combination of laboratory + con-
structed values, and selected three representative sets of op-
tical functions for these cases, respectively: the Mg2SiO4

n, k derived in this work, n, k for “astronomical silicate”
by Draine (2003b), and the n, k data used by Wright et al.
(2011) to approximate forsterite (a combination of Draine,
2003b + IR laboratory values from Sogawa et al., 2006).
In all cases, the models assume that dust forms and persists
at a temperature of 1200 K, which is reasonable for crys-
talline silicates (cf. Harker and Desch, 2002; Gail, 2004).
The grains are assumed to have an MRN size distribution,
i.e., n(a) proportional to a−q , where n is the number of
the grains in the size interval (a, a + da) and q = 3.5;
amin = 0.005 μm; and amax = 0.25 μm (Mathis et al.,
1977). Speck et al. (2009) demonstrated that for many rea-
sonable grain-size-distributions the output SED is essen-
tially unaffected. The inner edge of the dust shell is de-
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Fig. 3. Average absorption cross-section 〈Cabs〉 for forsterite and olivine as a function of wavelength for a continuous distribution of ellipsoids with
a particle radius = 0.01 μm, after Min et al. (2003). 〈Cabs〉 for a representative of modeler-constructed n, k datasets (“astronomical silicate” from
Draine, 2003b) are plotted against 〈Cabs〉 laboratory n, k from this work, (Draine (2003b) + Sogawa et al. (2006)) used in Wright et al. (2011), and
various laboratory n, k from Poteet et al. (2011). Every 30th data point is plotted for Fabian et al. (2001). n, k datasets in the IR produce nearly
identical 〈Cabs〉 values, whereas there is strong disagreement in results among the available UV-VIS-NIR n, k.

fined by the dust formation temperature; the outer edge is
defined as 1000 times the inner radius. The density distri-
bution of the dust grains is assumed to follow a R−2 distri-
bution. Meanwhile the optical depth τ was set at 10 μm
to be 0.01 or 0.1 in order to test density effects. Two cen-
tral star temperatures were used: Tstar = 3000 K (typical
for an asymptotic giant branch, or AGB, star) and 30,000 K
(which is hot enough to have UV photons and ionize hydro-
gen). Speck et al. (2000) and DePew et al. (2006) showed
that changing the star temperature by ±1000 K did not sig-
nificantly change the radiative transfer model’s spectra (cf.,
Volk et al., 2000). While DUSTY can include other grain
shapes, for simplicity of illustration and to minimize degen-
eracy between models, the dust grains in Fig. 4 are assumed
to be spherical.

In Fig. 4, the vertical axis plots Ftot, or total flux from
the central star and surrounding dust (n.b., in optically thick
cases, the star is not seen directly). The effect of modeling
with different optical constants is clear for all models. For
the low temperature AGB star (T = 3000 K; Fig. 4(a,
b)), the effect in the near-IR is not obvious. However,
the lower opacity of the dust grains in the visible region
for the new laboratory data gives rise to a faster drop-off
in dust temperature, and thus the mid-IR dust features are
much weaker. For the higher temperature (T = 30,000 K)
star, whereas the star emits most of its light in the UV, the
changes due to choice of optical constants manifest in the
near-IR, with the most extreme differences in Ftot occurring
shortward of λ = 5 μm (Fig. 4(c, d) insets).

4. Discussion
4.1 Implications for astronomers

On whether to use constructed vs. laboratory data or a
combination of the two to model stars, we have a few rec-
ommendations for astronomers. The DUSTY models in
Fig. 4 show how model outputs are affected by the user’s
choice of n and k, for different stellar temperatures and op-
tical depths of the dust shell. The effect of n, k on gross
SED shape are less noticeable for the low temperature AGB
star (T = 3000 K; Fig. 4(a, b)), and thus, for modeling the
overall shape of the SED, either constructed n, k values like
the “astronomical silicate” by Draine (2003b) or n, k con-
taining mostly laboratory data should have no adverse effect
on models. However, there will be problems if one wants to
look at the details of the dust emission features or the radial
temperature distribution using the constructed n, k values.
For hotter stars (e.g., PN central stars) or any environment
with an HII region, the absorption properties in the NIR,
VIS, and (especially) UV become important. In these cases,
the problem of using the constructed n, k vs. n, k derived
from new laboratory data may not be obvious in the mid-IR
emission bands, but is very clear in the VIS-NIR. DUSTY
models do not include photoionization effects and these will
undoubtedly be strongly affected by the change in UV-NIR
flux that results from choosing the wrong optical constants.
For any environment with significant UV flux, astronomers
should use recent UV-VIS-NIR laboratory data rather than
splicing in constructed n, k. Constructed n, k are valuable
at the shortest wavelengths because reasonably priced labo-
ratory detectors typically cut off shortward of 0.19 μm. In
the IR, laboratory n, k are in consensus and offer an advan-
tage for modeling crystalline material.
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Fig. 4. DUSTY model runs for a spherical shell of dust around a central star of Tstar = 3000 or 30,000 K, and optical depth τ10 μm = 0.01 or 0.1,
using different options for silicate dust. Insets show behavior of total flux at shorter wavelengths and the dust temperature as a function of radial
parameter. The choice whether to use all constructed n, k (“astronomical silicate” from Draine, 2003b), all laboratory n, k (forsterite, this work), or
a combination of constructed and laboratory n, k (“astronomical silicate” by Draine, 2003b + forsterite IR by Sogawa et al., 2006, merged by N.
Wright) makes a profound difference to modeled Ftot.

There is also published precedent in astronomy journals
to merge n, k datasets for compounds made up of sim-
ilar elements but having slight variances in composition
or different structures. This often happens with forsterite,
such that astronomical “forsterite” either refers to the Mg-
endmember Mg2SiO4 (e.g., Fig. 1 of this work; Sogawa et
al., 2006; Suto et al., 2006), or to olivine with varying Fe
content (Huffman and Stapp, 1973; Fabian et al., 2001; Zei-
dler et al., 2011; Fo90 and Brahin pallasite in Fig. 2 of this

work). In the visible and shortward, spectral features are
specific to cation and site, rather than structure. Figures 2–
3 indicate that as one approaches the UV-vis, the Fe content
dominates the spectral behavior, and it becomes essential
to distinguish between pure forsterite from even Mg-rich
olivine. Apart from the difference in Fe content, forsterite,
which is a crystalline compound, is very different from the
blend of crystalline and disordered silicates that the Draine
(2003b) data were derived from; see Speck et al. (2011) for
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Fig. 4. (continued).

a recent discussion of the structural and spectral differences
between crystalline, amorphous, and disordered silicates.
The bulk composition of stardust lies between pyroxene
(M2Si2O6) and olivine (M2SiO4), where M indicates metal
cations, with Mg and Fe being the most abundant (Speck
et al., 2008, 2011). Whereas most spectral observations of
silicates in space have shown broad Si-O stretching features
that are commonly attributed to amorphous solids, there are
a handful of observations in which crystalline silicates have
been clearly detected (e.g., Knacke et al., 1993; Crovisier
et al., 1996; Waelkens et al., 1996; Waters et al., 1996;
Spoon et al., 2006). Therefore, the best practice is to match

both the chemical composition and structure (crystalline vs.
disordered) even at the expense of maximizing wavelength
coverage when merging n, k values. Mixing related com-
pounds ultimately creates confusion for identifications of
pure forsterite vs. other types of silicate in space.

5. Summary
1) Forsterite is not interchangeable with Mg-rich olivine

or disordered silicate. Any amount of Fe, even a trace,
will affect the UV-vis substantially. Keeping the chem-
istry and structure consistent across all wavelengths
and appropriate to the dust region of study is strongly
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recommended when comparing laboratory with astro-
nomical data.

2) The choice whether to use modeler-constructed or lab-
oratory optical functions, or to merge constructed data
with lab data, makes a difference in calculated quanti-
ties (e.g., absorption cross-sections and total flux).

3) Laboratory n, k data in the UV-VIS-NIR have been re-
cently updated for forsterite and olivine. These values
are much lower than for past “astronomical silicate”
n, k and should be used wherever possible.

4) Because it is very difficult to measure absorption coef-
ficient and k in the transparent region, there is not yet
consensus on the UV-VIS-NIR behavior of forsterite
and Mg-rich olivine. To determine values of k in the
transparent region, samples must be large and highly
polished.
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